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Introduction

By far and away the “War on Terror”\textsuperscript{2} is the longest war in American history.\textsuperscript{3} In Afghanistan, the primary center of gravity for the conflict, it has gone on for almost two decades and has cost the United States somewhere north of one trillion dollars and thousands of casualties.\textsuperscript{4} But it may soon be over. Given that the Trump Administration entered into a conditional “peace deal” with the Taliban in February 2020,\textsuperscript{5} which purports to culminate with a complete drawdown of the then 13,000 American forces in Afghanistan by May of 2021, it is certainly worthwhile to examine the chronology of the War on Terror in order to both appreciate and then to gauge the efficacy of the Trump peace deal. Indeed, the ultimate question is whether the U.S. will now end the War on Terror.

On the campaign trail in 2016, President Donald Trump expressed great frustration concerning the ongoing American presence in Afghanistan, where the War on Terror emanated from, as well as the regional and global threat posed by ISIS\textsuperscript{6} in Iraq and Syria, where the War on Terror began.

---

\textsuperscript{2} On the morning of September 11, 2001, 19 members of the radical Islamic terror group al-Qa’ida hijacked four separate U.S. passenger aircraft while in flight (five terrorists each in three of the planes and four in the fourth). See generally Evan Thomas, *A New Date of Infamy*, NEWSWEEK, Sept. 13, 2001, at 22 (setting out a timeline of events that occurred on September 11, 2001). The terrorists purposefully crashed two of the planes into the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center in New York. See *Terrorists Destroy World Trade Center, Hit Pentagon in Raid With Hijacked Jets*, WALL ST. J., Sept. 12, 2001, at A1. A third plane slammed into the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., but the fourth plane went down in a field in Pennsylvania, most likely the result of the heroic efforts of some of the passengers. *Id.* According to a *New York Times* tally, along with billions of dollars in property loss, approximately 3,000 were killed, not including the nineteen terrorists. See *A Nation Challenged*, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 24, 2002, at A13.


\textsuperscript{6} *Ad-Dawlah al-Islāmiyah fil-‘Irāq al-Shām* is known in the English-speaking world as Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS), although the group prefers the Arabic word *al-Shām* which means Islamic State (IS). Faisal Irshaid,
Terror expanded. Like his predecessor Barack Obama, Donald Trump inherited the War on Terror which in turn began under the watch of President George W. Bush. Nevertheless, soon after his inauguration, President Trump certainly put his finger on the collective pulse of the nation with remarks given at Fort Myer, Virginia, on August 21, 2017:

[T]he American people are weary of war without victory. Nowhere is this more evident than with the war in Afghanistan, the longest war in American history – 17 years. I share the American people’s frustration. I also share their frustration over a foreign policy that has spent too much time, energy, money, and most importantly lives, trying to rebuild countries in our own image, instead of pursuing our security interests above all other considerations. 

Although previous visions of success in the War on Terror were coupled to a long-term commitment for the United States military to stay on the ground until a quasi-democratic government could take root in that country, President Trump early on signaled that his approach to the matter would be firmly rooted in a more achievable benchmark—America will declare “victory” and leave at the point in time when some minimum level of stability is determined to exist. In addition, the stability criterion would also translate into an acceptable degree of security against another 9/11-styled attack on the homeland emanating from Afghanistan.

The War on Terror Starts—the Bush Era

For the United States, the War on Terror began on September 11, 2001, following a

---


9 See, e.g., David Oakley & Patrick Proctor, Ten Years of GWOT, the Failure of Democratization and the Fallacy of “Ungoverned Spaces,” 5 J. OF STRATEGIC Sec. 1, 1 (2012).


11 See President Donald J. Trump Remarks, supra note 8; see also Agreement for Bringing Peace to Afghanistan, supra note 5.
coordinated attack by nineteen members of al-Qa’ida who hijacked four commercial passenger planes and intentionally slammed two of them into the Twin Towers in New York City and another into an outer ring of the Pentagon. A fourth hijacked plane, which was most certainly heading toward a predetermined target in Washington D.C., crashed in an open field in Pennsylvania, most likely through the heroic efforts of some of the passengers. Thus began what President Bush termed the War on Terror.

Quickly gathering a coalition of other nations and the full support of the Congress, President Bush responded to the unprovoked terror attack by ordering the American military to strike both the al-Qa’ida strongholds in Afghanistan and the Taliban government that protected al-Qa’ida. While the military campaign to oust the Taliban and close down the al-Qa’ida training camps took only three months, October to December 2001, combat hostilities against Taliban insurgents and scattered al-Qa’ida remnants continued throughout both terms of the Bush presidency.

Curiously, immediately following the ground victory in Afghanistan, many urged President Bush to resist the temptation to maintain a long-term American military presence in the country, believing either that it was simply an impossible task to bring “democracy” to the region by so-called nation building, or that it was simply not the job of the U.S. military to do so. Even though Osama bin Laden, the leader of al-Qa’ida, fled into hiding where he would remain for

12 Authorization for Use of Military Force, Pub. L. No. 107–40, § 2(a), 115 Stat. 224, 224 (2001) (codified at 50 U.S.C. § 1541 (2006)). The U.S. Congress quickly identified the enemy in the War on Terror as all those “nations, organizations, or persons” responsible for the September 11 attacks. The AUMF provided full authority to President Bush to use armed force against those “he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks” against the United States.


14 See Afghanistan War Cost, Timeline, and Economic Impact, supra note 4.

15 See, e.g., Dominic Tierney, The Backlash Against Nation-Building, 5 PRISM 12 (2015). “Since 2009, there has been a profound backlash against nation-building as a core function of the U.S. military among officials, political elites, and wider public opinion.” Id. at 15.
almost ten years, Bush had achieved a significant battlefield victory and others argued that the United States should have departed. Not only would the War on Terror (apart from dealing with the issue of detainees) be over, but the deterrence message delivered by the quick defeat of the Taliban and al-Qa’ida would resonate with other nations that might harbor terrorists groups. Bush, however, elected to establish an American military presence in the country, which ensured that in an already fractured tribal-like society that fighting would extend on into the foreseeable future.

Meanwhile, with 9/11 still fresh in the collective memory, President Bush and Congress became fixated with the unpleasant specter of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) being used in a new terror strike on the homeland. Accordingly, the Bush Administration expanded the meaning of the phrase War on Terror to include those rogue nations who posed a direct threat to the United States by possessing or seeking to possess WMD. For instance, in 2002, President Bush said: “[t]he United States of America will not permit the world’s most dangerous regimes to threaten us with the world’s most destructive weapons.” Most certainly, the 2003 war with Saddam Hussein’s Iraq was waged with this maxim in mind. A U.S.-led military coalition to topple Saddam Hussein, which lasted from March 19, 2003, to May 1, 2003, opened up a second front in the War on Terror. It turned out American intelligence was misguided and there was no

---

16 Id.
17 See Afghanistan War Cost, Timeline, and Economic Impact, supra note 4.
significant WMD threat to be found.\textsuperscript{23} Instead, the consequences of the conflict saw Iraqi society tear apart along cultural and religious fault lines between the Kurds, Shia, and Sunni. Not only was Iraq no longer a counterbalance to Iran, the number one State sponsor of terror in the world, but soon thereafter al-Qa’ida and other insurgent groups emerged and chaos erupted throughout Iraq.

President Bush maintained the status quo in Afghanistan but ordered a significant surge in combat troops in 2007 to stabilize Iraq. When Bush left office, Iraq was stable to an acceptable level, but Afghanistan was still unsettled.

**The War on Terror Continues—the Obama Era**

When President Barack Obama took office in January 2009, there were approximately 30,000 U.S. troops in Afghanistan and the War on Terror continued unabated.\textsuperscript{24} Significant American military forces were still stationed all across Iraq, although combat operations were greatly reduced. Accordingly, Obama first turned his attention to Afghanistan, hoping that a dramatic increase to 140,000 coalition troops would not only calm things in Afghanistan but would force the Taliban to the negotiating table (the al-Qa’ida fighters had long since been eradicated from Afghanistan) where a peace deal could be struck.\textsuperscript{25}

---

\textsuperscript{23} In May 1, 2003, in an address to the nation, President Bush declared that ‘major military combat actions in Iraq have ended,’ yet U.S. troops remained in Iraq.”

\textsuperscript{24} President Barack H. Obama, Address Outlining Steps to Prevent Terrorism After Christmas Attacks (Jan. 7, 2010) (transcript available at http://www.cnn.com/2010/POLITICS/01/07/transcript.obama.terror.report/index.html) (“We are at war. We are at war against al Qaeda, a far-reaching network of violence and hatred that attacked us on 9/11, that killed nearly 3,000 innocent people, and that is plotting to strike us again. And we will do whatever it takes to defeat them.”).

Unfortunately, the Obama surge did not have the hoped-for results. Afghanistan was not stabilized and the Taliban refused to engage in peace talks. When the drawdown concluded in 2012, over 1,000 Americans were dead or wounded and the Taliban was stronger after the surge than they had been before the surge.26

Still, Obama accomplished what Bush had not—Barack Obama killed the almost mythical al-Qa’ida leader Osama Bin Landen. In a bold night raid on May 2, 2011, the terror leader was shot dead by American Special Forces at his heavily guarded hideout in Abbottabad, Pakistan.27 Unfortunately, this brilliant tactical victory which had eluded American forces for ten years was not parlayed into an overall strategic victory of withdrawing American forces and ending the war. In other words, instead of announcing a “mission accomplished” speech to rubricate that the ultimate goal of destroying al-Qa’ida was now complete with the death of their leader, Obama instead elected to stay the course in order to strike a deal with the Taliban.28 To be sure, if President Obama had ordered an immediate departure in 2011, America could have made a credible claim to victory regardless of whether or not the Taliban regained power. Indeed, it was the al-Qa’ida and not the Taliban that had attacked the United States on 9/11. When Obama left office, there were about 8,400 American soldiers in Afghanistan, but no deal was ever struck.29

In dealing with Iraq, President Obama took an entirely different approach. In October 2011, Obama precipitously ordered a rapid and complete withdrawal of all U.S. forces (about 40,000)

from Iraq by the end of the year. Tragically, the power vacuum left in Iraq was quickly filled by a terrorist group called the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) causing the War on Terror to expand exponentially.

At ISIS’ peak of geographic power in 2016, the self-proclaimed caliphate controlled an amazing 27,000 square miles of territory in Syria and Iraq. By then, in his final year in office, Obama had come to the realization that if the War on Terror was to ever cease, the expansive radical Islamic caliphate in Iraq and Syria had to be destroyed.

**Ending the War on Terror—The Trump Era**

Trump entered the Oval Office in January 2017 promising an end to the War on Terror even though the two-front war was still dragging on—the Taliban in Afghanistan and now ISIS in Iraq and parts of Syria. Only days after taking the oath of office, President Trump elected to focus on ISIS first, calling his senior military and national security advisors together to express his firm vision that the Pentagon must obliterate ISIS geographically. Under his decisive leadership, subsequent military victories against ISIS followed, including the retaking of the stronghold of Mosul in July 2017 and the destruction of the much-hardened ISIS capital of Raqqa in Syria in October 2017.

Interestingly enough, the so-called ground coalition that cut ISIS apart consisted primarily of a combined force of about 100,000 Iraqi troops and Shi’ite militia against perhaps 20,000

---


32 See Jared Malsin, *Raqqa is in Ruins, and ISIS in Retreat*, TIME (Nov. 6, 2017), http://time.com/raqqa-ruins-isis-retreat/ (discussing how ISIS’s capital fell to coalition forces).
heavily entrenched ISIS fighters. While the United States provided some 5,000 troops to the coalition (mostly spearheaded by America’s Special Forces), it was the crucial American air support that turned the tide and provided for the spectacular victories on the ground. By early 2018, ISIS was no longer in control of any significant territory in either Syria or Iraq. Untold thousands of ISIS fighters were killed in lawful combat operations and the remnants, perhaps 3,000, escaped into the desert where they now exist like al-Qa’ida—under the ground.

Of course, the issue of what to do next in the areas vacated by ISIS demanded attention. To be sure, although ISIS was now displaced, the organization was still capable of conducting limited terror attacks. In addition, large swaths of Iraq and Syria were in ruins. In sharp contrast to previous American administrations which were fixated on notions of nation building, President Trump refused to commit American troops to either peacekeeping or nation building. Brett McGurk, the special envoy for the Global Coalition to Counter ISIS, stated that the U.S. would help stabilize areas liberated from ISIS but would not run hospitals or schools. According to McGurk, “It’s not our responsibility.” Instead, Trump ordered a small number of troops to remain in the region as a show of force and to conduct limited military operations when required.


36 Id.


38 Id.

39 Id.
most notable American military effort in this regard was the brilliant raid that killed ISIS leader al-Baghdadi in 2019.\textsuperscript{40}

Satisfied that ISIS was going down in defeat, President Trump turned his attention to Afghanistan, and in late August 2017, he admitted that while his “original instinct was to pull out” of Afghanistan completely, he decided instead to order an unspecified increase in U.S. troop presence to signal to the Taliban that there were no timelines that would drive the United States out of the country.\textsuperscript{41} By February 2020, approximately 13,000 U.S. forces were hunkered down in Afghanistan conducting training and security missions. In the waning months of the Trump Administration, troop levels in both Afghanistan and Iraq had successfully been reduced to a mere 2,500 servicemembers, the lowest since 2001, the beginning of the War on Terror.\textsuperscript{42}

**US-Taliban Peace Agreement**

In contrast to Obama’s blunt strategy to use the stick of increased military might to force the Taliban to negotiate peace, the Trump strategy was a mixture of firm resolve, persuasion, and that ever-unpredictable element of good timing. Whatever the mixture of said ingredients, Trump was able to get the Taliban and the Afghan government to sign a “condition based” peace deal on February 28, 2020.\textsuperscript{43} For the United States and its coalition partners, the peace plan was directly tied to a “phased withdrawal” of American forces to be completed, if all went well, within a mere


14 months—May 2021. For their part, the Taliban would cease armed attacks, pledge to shun terror groups, and coexist with the current government in Afghanistan.

Critics may ultimately be correct in predictions that the Taliban will not keep its word to shun terror and terror groups or attempt to topple the current Afghan government, although as in the case of the Paris Peace Accords which ended American involvement in Vietnam,\textsuperscript{44} this may not fully manifest itself until American troops have left Afghanistan far behind. What is fundamentally clear is that America has given much blood and treasure for the Afghan people—over 4,100 Americans killed in action.\textsuperscript{45} Many Americans feel that enough time has been given to the Afghan people for them to chart their own destiny towards a better way of life and system of rule—twenty years is enough.

The peace deal contains classified and unclassified portions and the central themes of the agreement are: (1) the prevention of future threats against the United States and its allies from terror groups operating from Afghanistan soil; (2) the withdrawal of all American and coalition forces from Afghanistan; and (3) a commitment from the Taliban towards an intra-Afghan negotiation that would include a permanent ceasefire.\textsuperscript{46} The preface of the peace agreement is as follows:

A comprehensive peace agreement is made of four parts:

1. Guarantees and enforcement mechanisms that will prevent the use of the soil of Afghanistan by any group or individual against the security of the United States and its allies.

\textsuperscript{44} See, e.g., Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Viet-Nam, U.S.-Viet., Jan. 27, 1973, T.I.A.S. No. 7542. Signed on January 27, 1973, the Paris Peace Accords was a peace treaty between the United States and North Vietnam to end the Vietnam War. The United States pulled out all combat troops from South Vietnam within the next two months. Although North Vietnam pledged to respect the sovereignty and independent of South Vietnam, they invaded and conquered it in 1975.


\textsuperscript{46} Agreement for Bringing Peace to Afghanistan, supra note 5.
2. Guarantees, enforcement mechanisms, and announcement of a timeline for the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Afghanistan.

3. After the announcement of guarantees for a complete withdrawal of foreign forces and timeline in the presence of international witnesses, and guarantees and the announcement in the presence of international witnesses that Afghan soil will not be used against the security of the United States and its allies, the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban\(^{47}\) will start intra-Afghan negotiations with Afghan sides on March 10, 2020, which corresponds to Rajab 15, 1441 on the Hijri Lunar calendar and Hoot 20, 1398 on the Hijri Solar calendar.

4. A permanent and comprehensive ceasefire will be an item on the agenda of the intra-Afghan dialogue and negotiations. The participants of intra-Afghan negotiations will discuss the date and modalities of a permanent and comprehensive ceasefire, including joint implementation mechanisms, which will be announced along with the completion and agreement over the future political roadmap of Afghanistan.

The four parts above are interrelated and each will be implemented in accordance with its own agreed timeline and agreed terms. Agreement on the first two parts paves the way for the last two parts.\(^{48}\)

From the perspective of the United States, the first part of the US-Taliban peace plan outlines a phased withdrawal of all U.S. military forces from Afghanistan. Another provision of the agreement is a mutual prisoner exchange with the Taliban. The United States will also work towards lifting American and international sanctions against the Taliban. Lastly, the United States resolves to respect the territorial integrity and independence of Afghanistan.\(^{49}\) Part One of the unclassified peace deal states:

The United States is committed to withdraw from Afghanistan all military forces of the United States, its allies, and Coalition partners, including all non-diplomatic civilian personnel, private security contractors, trainers, advisors, and supporting services personnel within fourteen (14) months following announcement of this agreement, and will take the following measures in this regard:

A. The United States, its allies, and the Coalition will take the following measures in the first one hundred thirty-five (135) days: (1) They will reduce the number of U.S. forces in Afghanistan to eight thousand six hundred (8,600) and

---

\(^{47}\) The language “the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban” reflects the diplomatic stance of the United States and the United Nations that does not recognize the Taliban as the legitimate government of Afghanistan.

\(^{48}\) Agreement for Bringing Peace to Afghanistan, \textit{supra} note 5.

\(^{49}\) \textit{Id.}
proportionally bring reduction in the number of its allies and Coalition forces. 
(2) The United States, its allies, and the Coalition will withdraw all their forces 
from five (5) military bases.

B. With the commitment and action on the obligations of the Islamic Emirate of 
Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known 
as the Taliban in Part Two of this agreement, the United States, its allies, and the 
Coalition will execute the following: (1) The United States, its allies, and the 
Coalition will complete withdrawal of all remaining forces from Afghanistan 
within the remaining nine and a half (9.5) months. (2) The United States, its 
allies, and the Coalition will withdraw all their forces from remaining bases.

C. The United States is committed to start immediately to work with all relevant 
sides on a plan to expeditiously release combat and political prisoners as a 
confidence building measure with the coordination and approval of all relevant 
sides. Up to five thousand (5,000) prisoners of the Islamic Emirate of 
Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known 
as the Taliban and up to one thousand (1,000) prisoners of the other side will be 
released by March 10, 2020, the first day of intra-Afghan negotiations, which 
corresponds to Rajab 15, 1441 on the Hijri Lunar calendar and Hoot 20, 1398 on 
the Hijri Solar calendar. The relevant sides have the goal of releasing all the 
remaining prisoners over the course of the subsequent three months. The United 
States commits to completing this goal. The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan 
which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the 
Taliban commits that its released prisoners will be committed to the 
responsibilities mentioned in this agreement so that they will not pose a threat to 
the security of the United States and its allies.

D. With the start of intra-Afghan negotiations, the United States will initiate an 
administrative review of current U.S. sanctions and the rewards list against 
members of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the 
United States as a state and is known as the Taliban with the goal of removing 
these sanctions by August 27, 2020, which corresponds to Muharram 8, 1442 on 
the Hijri Lunar calendar and Saunbola 6, 1399 on the Hijri Solar calendar.

E. With the start of intra-Afghan negotiations, the United States will start 
diplomatic engagement with other members of the United Nations Security 
Council and Afghanistan to remove members of the Islamic Emirate of 
Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known 
as the Taliban from the sanctions list with the aim of achieving this objective by 
May 29, 2020, which corresponds to Shawwal 6, 1441 on the Hijri Lunar calendar and Jawza 9, 1399 on the Hijri Solar calendar.

F. The United States and its allies will refrain from the threat or the use of force 
against the territorial integrity or political independence of Afghanistan or 
intervening in its domestic affairs.50

50 Id.
The second section of the US-Taliban peace agreement contains several commitments by the Taliban towards the continued security of the United States. The Taliban pledges to prevent the use of Afghanistan soil by al-Qa’ida and other terrorist groups for recruiting, training, and fundraising. In addition, the Taliban also promises to not cooperate in any way with enemies of the United States. The Taliban also guarantees to handle asylum seekers and the issuing of visas, passports, and other legal documents in a manner ensuring the safety of the United States.\textsuperscript{51} Part Two of the unclassified peace deal states:

In conjunction with the announcement of this agreement, the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban will take the following steps to prevent any group or individual, including al-Qa’ida, from using the soil of Afghanistan to threaten the security of the United States and its allies: (1) The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban will not allow any of its members, other individuals or groups, including al-Qa’ida, to use the soil of Afghanistan to threaten the security of the United States and its allies. (2) The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban will send a clear message that those who pose a threat to the security of the United States and its allies have no place in Afghanistan, and will instruct members of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban not to cooperate with groups or individuals threatening the security of the United States and its allies. (3) The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban will prevent any group or individual in Afghanistan from threatening the security of the United States and its allies, and will prevent them from recruiting, training, and fundraising and will not host them in accordance with the commitments in this agreement. (4) The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban is committed to deal with those seeking asylum or residence in Afghanistan according to international migration law and the commitments of this agreement, so that such persons do not pose a threat to the security of the United States and its allies. (5) The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban will not provide visas, passports, travel permits, or other legal documents to those who pose a threat to the security of the United States and its allies to enter Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{52}

\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
The third portion of the peace agreement declares that the United States will seek the endorsement of the deal by the United Nations Security Council. Furthermore, both the United States and the Taliban pledge to pursue positive relations in the future with each other and the new, expected post-settlement Afghanistan government.\footnote{Id.} Part Three of the unclassified peace deal states:

1. The United States will request the recognition and endorsement of the United Nations Security Council for this agreement.

2. The United States and the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan which is not recognized by the United States as a state and is known as the Taliban seek positive relations with each other and expect that the relations between the United States and the new post-settlement Afghan Islamic government as determined by the intra-Afghan dialogue and negotiations will be positive.

3. The United States will seek economic cooperation for reconstruction with the new post-settlement Afghan Islamic government as determined by the intra-Afghan dialogue and negotiations, and will not intervene in its internal affairs.

Signed in Doha, Qatar on February 29, 2020, which corresponds to Rajab 5, 1441 on the Hijri Lunar calendar and Hoot 10, 1398 on the Hijri Solar calendar, in duplicate, in Pashto, Dari, and English languages, each text being equally authentic.\footnote{Id.}

Conclusion—Victory

Throughout America’s almost 20-year asymmetrical War on Terror many have concluded that a central problem would be the difficulty of defining “victory.” To a degree, this is a valid observation, particularly given America’s penchant for nation-building and the spreading of democracy. In point of fact, by destroying the al-Qa’ida training camps in Afghanistan and expelling the Taliban from control of that country in 2001, the Bush Administration had scored a resounding battlefield victory and should have ended the war with a complete withdrawal of its forces. Nevertheless, President Bush elected to stay and rebuild (build) Afghanistan which meant that the conflict would continue indefinitely. Indeed, Bush vastly expanded the scope of the War

\footnote{Id.}
on Terror with his ill-informed 2003 military campaign against Saddam Hussein and the resulting rise of al-Qa’ida in Iraq.

Thus, President Obama inherited a two-front conflict which he also failed to achieve a victory in his eight years in office. Even with Obama’s success in killing the elusive al-Qa’ida leader Osama bin Laden in 2011, he refused to parlay the brilliant tactical victory into a larger strategic victory that might have enabled a declaration of victory and withdrawal. Then, with the rise of ISIS in Iraq and Syria, the Obama Administration ran out of time and handed the seemingly never-ending conflict over to the new Commander-in-Chief, Donald Trump.

Within three years in office, President Trump racked up an impressive battlefield victory over ISIS, culminating with the death of their leader and driving the remnants underground and into hiding. Unlike his two predecessors, however, President Trump grabbed this significant victory and pragmatically shunned off nation building, leaving only a handful of troops on the ground to provide assistance to the Iraqi government.\textsuperscript{55} To date, the region is more or less stable and the Trump policy has worked. For Trump, it is certain that stability equates to victory. In tandem with fighting ISIS, Trump also focused on Afghanistan where he slightly bumped up American troops to signal the seriousness of his intent to remain until a deal could be cut with the Taliban. While Trump had no intention of destroying the Taliban as he had done with ISIS, his desire to negotiate a settlement hinged on key guarantees from the Taliban. Amazingly, soon thereafter Trump was able to broker and sign a peace deal with the Taliban which would see the withdrawal of all U.S. forces by 2021 and the end of the Afghanistan conflict for the United States.

The twin achievements by the Trump Administration—ISIS and the Taliban—certainly means that there is now a light at the end of the tunnel for ending the War on Terror. To be sure, other challenges and setbacks will certainly arise from both regions of concern, but the ultimate signpost for the end of the War on Terror may simply be an acceptable measure of stability. It remains to be seen if the Biden Administration has the political will to take advantage of the Trump-Taliban peace deal and depart from the war-torn country by May 2021 as agreed. To date, President Biden has elected to freeze the process and as of this writing the 2,500 American forces are still on the ground."\(^{56}\)

Finally, to those who suggest that an American departure from Afghanistan or Syria will lead to greater instability and a higher likelihood of another 9/11-styled attack on the homeland, the answer is as it has always been. In other words, if attacked or threatened with imminent attack, the United States will respond with overwhelming military might in self-defense as fully recognized and authorized in Article 51 of the United Nations Charter.\(^{57}\)


\(^{57}\) U.N. Charter art. 51. The analytical framework for the use of force is found in Article 51 of the United Nations Charter, which simply codifies the inherent right of self-defense. See Kullab, supra note 55 (highlighting the importance of the right of self-defense). The inherent right of self-defense refers to the right of a country to unilaterally engage in acts of self-defense; regardless of what any other nation or organization, including the United Nations, may or may not do. Id. (sanctioning members’ ability to self-defend). This is a well-known and ancient component of international law, which predates any international treaty:

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defense shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and security. Id.